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Charcoal Grill
"Sumptous Sea Food and More"

by DaveCrosby

Charcoal Grill is a very famous restaurant especially for its seafood
preparations. It also serves Chinese and North Indian delicacies. Although
it seems to be a little over-priced, but the taste of all its preparations are
up to the mark. Chicken Masala and Mutter Pulao are the two most
recommended dishes here. The interiors are well decorated and it is has a
perfect ambiance for spending some personal time with loved ones.
Charcoal Grill also serves beer and has a buy one get one free offer of
draught beer.

+91 33 2281 6010

102A & B Park Street, Park Circus, Beniapukur, Kolkata

Fish Fish
"Fish Lovers' Paradise"

by Ruocaled

Fish Fish as the name suggests is a seafood only restaurant that gives its
customers a competitive advantage. Fish being one of the staple foods of
Bengal makes seafood preparations favored dishes of the people living
here. The ambiance of the restaurant is elegantly decorated and gives a
simple and a sober look. The interiors are decorated using the fish theme
with unique fish nets hanging from the ceiling. The quality of the fish
served is fresh. Some of the interesting items on the menu include
Amritsari Machchi, Chitol Machher Sheek Kebab, Chingri Bhapa Platter,
Illish Bhapa Platter and Thai Fried Rice with Shanghai Fish. They are not
only experts in cooking fish but also have many sweet dishes to offer.
Chocolate Firni is the best dessert on the list as the concept and the taste
is unique. The place is a little pricey but it is surely worth the money.

+91 33 3099 0524

13/5 Swinhoe Lane, Kolkata

Santa's Fantasea
"Chinese and Sea Food"

by Calgary Reviews

+91 9831541701

Santa's Fantasea is a small place that serves amazing food. Some of the
all-time favorite dishes include Beijing Rice, Honey Chilli Squid,
Banshpora Mutton and Seafood Topping Noodles. It is a Chinese
restaurant that has unique interiors and an exotic ambiance. It is
decorated using a combination of tribal and coastal regions. It is located
close to Panchanantala bus stop. The rates are also affordable so will not
burn your pocket. The quantity of food served is also sufficient.
9 Ballygunge Terrace Road, Near Anjali Jewellers, Golpark,
Kolkata

Ocean Grill
"Restaurant Equipped with Party Hall"

by gillnisha

+91 33 4005 6524

Ocean Grill is a multi-cuisine restaurant located in the heart of Salt Lake
City, Kolkata. The name is apt for this place as the decor follows an ocean
theme and is highlighted using blue color all over. One of its best items on
the menu is the grilled sea food. They also have a variety of Continental,
Middle Eastern and Asian dishes to add the list. The restaurant has its
own in-house hall where they help their customers to organise parties for
all occasions. So whether it is a birthday party, a wedding or an official gettogether, Ocean Grill can be booked in advance. They have in-house
decorators who decorate the hall as per customer requirements.
www.oceangrill.in/

oceangrill2012@gmail.com

Off Ring Road, 1st Floor,
Infinity Benchmark, Opposite
RDB Cinemas, Sec – V,
Kolkata
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